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Transformation and Growth
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BY ALBERT SHAY, DEVELOPING VIRTUE BOYS’ SCHOOL
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ݺรԫࠐڻᆄ۵ᆣৄΔਢڇԫ
ࠐڣףᚦॲԮऱழଢΖݺ
ଶߨၞ۵ᄥΔ༉ᦨᆝֺྤڇऱᄃ
հխΔڂݺመຍᏖڍ۵
ቝΖڇףऄᄎழΔڶݺԫጟྤ
ऄ୲ݮऱტᤚΙࢬאรԲڣΔݺ
ԾࠐףᨠଃԮΖᅝ࢚ݺထဆ៳
ᆣᇆழΔტᤚֺՂԫޓڻΙ
ݺၲࡨటإᦟՂᆣৄΔࢬא
รԿڣΔݺ༉ࠐףחᛜΖڇ
חᛜழΔݺ࿇ᆣৄڶԫଡৰ
ړऱᖂீψഛᐚխᖂωΙࢬא
ร৫ࠐڼΔݺ༉عᓮԱຍࢬᖂ
ீΖ۔ஃଚᙕ࠷ԱݺΔݺტࠩৰ
ࢉሎΖ
ԲPPԲڣΔࠐݺഛᐚխᖂ༉
ᦰԶ్ڣΔᅝழݺਢԼԲᄣΖ
չᏖᦰࠐࡳެݺຍࢬᖂீࡋΛ

ڂ༉ਢຍଡᖂீፖ؆૿ऱᖂீլ
ٵΙຍ㠪լ౨ڶሽီΕሽᆰΕ֫
ᖲΕሽ೯नࠠΔຍ㠪Ոլ
ۚپΙڶ႕षᄎᚥࢨΔ
ۖߊΕՖسሶᠦΖאݺڇছ
ऱᖂீΔৰٵڍᖂຟᏭూݺΕ܂
ݺݫΔڂݺਢխഏԳΙۖຍ
㠪ΔՕຝٝຟਢխഏԳࢨࠅ
ԳΖ
ឈྥݺᤚഛᐚխᖂਢԫଡ
ܑړऱᖂீΔױਢݺথլᇠႛൕ
।૿༉ՀެឰΖᅝݺ۰ၞമॐΔ
ڶৰܑڍऱఢΔਢࢬݺլክ
ऱΙۖࠌܛຍᖂீՕڍਢࠅ
ԳΔޢଡٵᖂᝫਢ࠷ూݺΔڂ
ݺԾԾᡗੑᖹΖ߷ழଢᦰݺ
ֱ૿ৰΔؚՈܑऱᥓΙ
ݺৰݶ࿇Δڇᖂீ㠪ΔೈԱԫ

The first time I visited the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas was in 1999, when
I attended the Amitabha session. When
I first stepped in the Buddha Hall,
I was in a state of awe because I had
never seen so many Buddha images.
During the session I had a very special
feeling that no words could describe.
Therefore, the next year I also attended
the Guanyin Session. While I was
reciting, I had an even better feeling
then before. I started to really like the
City so the following year, I joined the
summer camp. While I was in summer
camp, I found out that there was this
very good school in the City called
Developing Virtue Boys School. Thus,
on my fourth visit I applied to DVBS.
I felt very fortunate that the teachers
accepted me.
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ଡVictorऱമॐ۔ஃհ؆Δݺຑ
ԫଡటإऱ֖ࣛຟڶΖהኙݺ
ܑऱړΔޢԫ֚ຟጐԺڇᚥܗ
ݺΔ࣋ڶඵΙהඒݺڕ۶
ଡړԳΔױਢݺլᦫΖ
ֲԫ֚ԫ֚መװΔݺऱس
ֺאছףޓ࿀ેԱΙڂڶݺ
֖ࣛΔޢଡԳຟլದݺΕᏭూ
ݺΖڶԫ֚Δݺ٦Ո࠹լԱԱΔ
࣍ึݺუຏԱΙࢬݺאኙ۞ա࿇
ᎃΔݺ٦ՈլᨃԳլದΖൕ
߷ԫ֚ၲࡨΔ֚ޢݺၒնେΕ
ݺၲࡨ۞೯۞࿇ֺܑچԳפشޓ
ѧѧسڇݺխԱৰՕऱޏ
᧢Ζ᜔ݺጩᔞᚨԱമॐऱسΔ
ԫᖂཚึԱΔݺᒇՀԱնԼᒓא
ՂΙۖګᜎՈၞޡԱৰڍΔݺ
ऱؓ݁ګᜎਢ4/7Ζݺڇբ౨ؚ
ඓאছᎅݺᤃݾৰᥓऱԳΔ
ݺऱኔԺֺאছൎԱԼΔڇ
ܑԳຟኙؾࠪݺઌΖ
ݺڇਢԼԫ్ڣΔڂڇݺ
سՂᚭᏣ֏ऱၞޡΔ᧢ݺᧀ
႙۞ՕΔݺၲࡨᏭూܑԳΕլ
ದܑԳΖመԱԫழཚΔݺઊஔ
ࠩݺऱ֨բᧀ႙ࢬۆΔۖ۞
աຶྥ᧢ݺګམᆖ່୭ࢢऱ߷ጟ
ԳΙݺუದݺᏭూመऱ߷ழ
٠Δࡳެݺ٦ԫޏڻመΖ
ຍࢬᖂீܺڶݺڇᣄऱழଢΔ
ᚥܗԱݺڍΙ،ඒݺڍ؆૿
ᖂீࢬլམඒऱሐᐚፖԳΖڶ
ԫ֚Δڶݺ࣠ڕԱګ༉Δݺԫࡳ
ᄎڃ墅ຍଡᖂீΖݺტՂ
ԳԱݺԫش࠹سլጐऱඒᖄΜ!
In 2002, I began my 8th grade in
DVBS. I was twelve at the time. Why
did I decide to come to this school? The
reason is that this school is different
from other schools. This school does
not allow TV, computers, cell phones,
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[Editor’s note: Albert graduated
in 2007 and currently attends the
University of California, Berkeley.]
video games, and more. This place does
not allow meat; there are no gangsters
or drugs, and boys and girls are
segregated. In my old school everyone
used to laugh at and make fun of me,
because I was Chinese. Here mostly
everyone is Chinese or Asian.
Although I thought this was a
great school, I should have never
judged a book by its cover. As I entered
the dorm, there were other rules that
I was not used to and even though
this school has mostly Asian students,
everyone still laughed and made fun of
me because I was extremely overweight
and very lazy about taking showers.
My studies were very poor and my
basketball skills were even worse. I
soon realized that I didn’t have even
a single, true friend except for a dorm
teacher named Victor. He treated me
especially good; he would try his very
best to help me everyday, never giving
up. He taught me how I could become
a better person, but I didn’t listen.
Day by day, my life had more
suffering than before because I had no

friends, everyone looked down upon
me and laughed at me. One day I could
not take it anymore. I finally figured it
out. Therefore, I promised myself that
I would never be looked down upon
again. From that day forward, I ran
five miles a day; I started to motivate
myself to work harder than anyone. I
made a huge change in life.
I got used to the life in the dorm.
After one school year, I lost over 50
pounds and my studies improved
dramatically; my GPA was 3.6. I could
now defeat the people who had said my
basketball skills were poor; I was ten
times better in basketball. Now people
see me and have a new impression.
I am currently in the 11th grade.
Because of my dramatic improvement
in life, I became cocky and arrogant.
I started to laugh at people and look
down upon them. After a period of
time, I realized that my mind has
stained by my own arrogance; I had
become someone who I once feared
the most. I thought of the time I had
been picked on and I decided to change
once more.
This school helped me the most
when I was in difficulty. It taught
me things other schools could never
teach about virtue and character. One
day, if I am prosperous, I will come
back and make a big donation to this
school. I thank the Venerable Master
Hsuan Hua deeply for his teaching has
benefited my life endlessly.

